[Value of the uCyt+ test for the detection and followup of bladder tumors].
Superficial bladder tumours are common tumours that frequently relapse, generally with deterioration of the grade. Cystoscopic surveillance is unpleasant for the patient and is associated with considerable morbidity, while urine cytology, although very easy to poor, has a low sensitivity. According to the literature, the uCyt+ test is very effective for the detection of urothelial tumours. This immunofluorescent technique detects desquamated tumour cells previously labelled by specific antibodies. This prospective study was conducted in 92 patients undergoing screening or follow-up cystoscopy. Voided urine was collected prior to cystoscopy to perform standard cytology and a uCyt+ test. These examinations were interpreted independently under blinded conditions. The sensitivity and specificity of uCyt+ were 68.7% and 81.7%, versus 40.6% and 96.7% for cytology. The sensitivity of uCyt+ was higher for low-grade tumours (87.5%), in contrast with cytology (37.5%). The results of uCyt+ were comparable to those of cytology for high-grade tumours (80%). The uCyt+ test presented better performances than standard cytology. It would allow less frequent surveillance cystoscopy examinations, especially in patients with low-grade lesions.